IBM Lead to Cash
Modernize business processes to improve
cash flow, sales effectiveness and
customer satisfaction

What if you could
maximize the value
of every customer
interaction?

Lead-to-cash workflows are no doubt at the heart of your
organization and are a mission-critical process to influence
your business success. But are they still delivering maximum
value for your customers, workforce and partners? The answer
is likely no because your teams and processes aren’t truly
set up with a customer-first focus and data is often siloed and
fragmented. This issue makes value hard to measure and repeat
as teams struggle to manage complex, variable situations.
And pipeline forecasts don’t align with actual results, leaving
cashflow an unknown.
What about taking a modern approach with your lead-to-cash
workflows to help ensure faster speed to insights? Imagine if
your sellers were empowered with customer and product data
at their fingertips to maximize every interaction—and customers
could self-serve when applicable. And imagine if back-office
transactional work was automated so employees could focus
on more meaningful modeling with analytics. What if your
customer orders could be processed 10x faster 1 at half the
cost? By implementing intelligent workflows through IBM®
Lead to Cash, it’s all possible.
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Work smarter with intelligent workflows
Workflows are how things get done in an organization. Intelligent
workflows are automated, agile and transparent, laying the
foundation for how businesses transform to deliver greater value
both internally and externally. Intelligent workflows change the
trajectory and the very nature of work with greater visibility,
real-time insights and the power to remediate problems across
multiple business functions.
These modernized processes are powered by the right
combination of exponential technologies and data to help
increase efficiencies across your end-to-end hybrid multicloud
environment. The application and orchestration of AI into your
processes can boost confidence and speed for smarter decisionmaking. This business approach also empowers your talented
teams to focus on more high-value tasks and create more positive
and meaningful experiences for your customers.

We can help
The IBM Lead to Cash solution functions like a smart pipeline
accelerator. Having full customer visibility across the sales process
enables strategic end-to-end business value. This visibility helps
to keep the payment cycle moving forward, speeding time to
close while keeping cash flow in check. You can say goodbye to
application and data silos, and their inefficiencies that can slow
sales revenue, inhibit cash flow and provide less-than-ideal
customer experiences.

The IBM Lead to Cash solution can help
deliver these potential outcomes:
– 30% improved cash flow 1
– 35% increased customer satisfaction 1
– 25% better sales effectiveness 1
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Our approach

Our delivery capabilities are backed
by over 12,000 practitioners, supporting
over 40 clients from more than 20 client
innovation centers and a large network.

We transform businesses through process modernization
The IBM Lead to Cash solution delivers exponential
improvements for unifying the sales cycle with smarter
finance processes. Shifting from standardized task processes
to orchestrated, more intuitive, variable tasks is key for unlocking
real business value. This solution is based on customer data that’s
integrated, centralized and automated to help optimize business
processes with increased accuracy, end-to-end visibility and
faster time to value.
With a customer-first focus, we can help you optimize critical
processes and implement agile exponential efficiencies for
better predictive capabilities using real-time data. The IBM Lead
to Cash solution augments your back, middle and front-end office
processes with machine learning, natural language recognition
and robotic process automation. By applying AI to these integral
processes, your traditional, siloed and static tasks are transformed
into unified, flexible and smart workflows. This process can help
streamline your business sales cycle with faster time to results,
improved cash flow—and a more satisfied customer.
The value of the IBM Lead to Cash solution:
How customers and sellers can benefit
Customers
– Faster time-to-results
– Less complex sales process
– More relative and timely communications
– Reduced risk and debt exposure
– Faster and more responsive customer service
– Accelerated innovation
– Innovation at scale capability
Sellers
– Customer-first approach
– Accelerated cash flow and ROI
– Improved financial and efficiency performance 			
through real-time dynamic optimization
– Instant intelligent insights and earlier reporting
– Real-time cross-selling opportunities
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IBM Services Essentials:
Run and scale intelligent workflows
IBM Services® Essentials provides a common environment
to digitally collaborate, develop and deliver intelligent
workflows that address both business and technology-led
modernization requirements. The IBM Services Essentials
platform enables intelligent workflows using a common
approach to deliver experiences by persona and integrate
exponential technologies with business services and data
running on a hybrid multicloud environment. When you
implement the IBM Lead to Cash solution, you’ll
have access to the IBM Services Essentials platform
for getting the resources needed to help you design
and build your solution.

IBM Garage methodology:
Envision, create and scale intelligent workflows
The IBM Garage™ methodology promotes innovation at the
speed of a start-up and the scale of an enterprise. We work
closely with our clients within this collaborative framework to:
Co-create: Envision the opportunity.
Co-execute: Iterate and achieve the product and market fit.
Co-operate: Transform the organization and technology.
The IBM Garage methodology brings together the people,
practices and technology to help deliver user-centric
and data-driven outcomes. By utilizing the IBM Garage
methodology, we can help you stand up smarter, with
more efficient lead-to-cash processes—quickly.

Your back office, reinvented
Less time administrating, more time innovating
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Use cases

01
Integrate disparate systems
Problem: As a result of growth through acquisitions, a major telco
organization had fragmented, manual and complex processes
across more than 200 systems. Access to its data in a non-digital
and paper-based environment came at a high cost to serve at
USD 250 per support request due to a highly skilled and
tenured workforce.
Solution: IBM helped the company drive efficiencies and
reduce costs through process standardization, optimization
and automation with the IBM Lead to Cash solution.
Business benefit: The organization experienced improved seller
and customer experiences, as well as increased productivity
and order cycle speed. With less than a 5% fallout rate, the
company’s net promoter score has increased by 23 points.
Additionally, customer satisfaction increased by 25%.

02
Transform the receivables process
Problem: A major consumer packed goods company had
disparate systems that created siloed processes and actions.
The silos resulted in suboptimal outcomes for both the
organization and its customers.
Solution: To help gain knowledge from customer purchases,
payment patterns and trends, IBM worked closely with
the company to implement IBM Lead to Cash. Our team
also recommended process changes that included
workflow reconfigurations.
Business benefit: Now, collection process practitioners are
able to make better, more informed decisions on their own,
increasing their efficiency by 35%. Delinquent receivables
have decreased by 30%, while customer satisfaction has
improved by 25%.
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“By focusing on customer needs and
optimizing our sellers’ end-to-end
experience, we provide composable
lead-to-cash capabilities that
continue to evolve.”
— Theresa Dirker, Vice President, Enterprise Services
Transformation and Enablement, IBM

Why IBM?
IBM transforms businesses by integrating business
platforms and intelligent workflows in hybrid multicloud
environments with a major focus on delivering superior
customer experiences. The unique IBM Lead to Cash
methodology is based on our keen understanding of
exponential technologies and our deep process and
industry expertise. We help enable your business
innovation at scale.

We’re committed to helping you achieve
business value. Learn more about the
IBM Lead to Cash solution and speak to
an IBM expert about IBM Lead to Cash
process reinvention for your business.
Let’s talk
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